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Background
● FY18 initiative to assess governments use of 

blockchain technology in records management 
–Review & analyze sources 
–Identify impact in context of records management policy / 
guidance

● Goal was to give NARA staff a better 
understanding of the technology and its 
implications
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Presentation Notes
In FY 2018, we had a project to research blockchain, specifically within the records management space. We reviewed and analyzed sources to identify the potential impact for records management policy or guidance. Our goal was to give NARA staff a better understanding of the technology and its implications. Since then, we have continued to research how blockchain is being implemented in federal agencies as well as other records creators such as local governments and corporations.



Records Management Implications
Records on the Blockchain:
The term “recorded information” as described in 44 U.S. Code §
3301b includes all traditional forms of records, regardless of 
physical form or characteristics, including information created, 
manipulated, communicated, or stored in digital or electronic 
form.
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The blockchain hash, block header, and 
transactional data could be Federal records.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The hash, block header, and transactional data could be considered Federal records, particularly if they are made in connection with the transaction of government public business and are preserved or because of their informational value. The records within the blocks may consist of a variety of record types accumulated from multiple transactions. Blockchain’s inherent capability drives decentralized record keeping of transactional data, meaning records will be stored on the blockchain network, or platform, and shared among all subscribing nodes. 



Records Management Implications
Records Appraisal:
● Hash and/or metadata could be records

● Records are appraised on content, not the file format

● Blockchain records may be considered a file format

● NARA may need to consider how & when records on a 
blockchain will be scheduled 
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Presentation Notes
When scheduling records, NARA appraises records regardless of media or format. Record materials are created on blockchains and reside in the hash or metadata, or within the platform. We understand that records within the blocks may consist of a variety of record types accumulated from multiple transactions. Appraisal decisions are determined by the content of the records or function of a organization to document accountability. We do not appraise records by file format. However, NARA may need to consider how and when records on a blockchain will be scheduled.



Records Management Implications
General Records Schedules (GRS)
● Associated metadata about records can be captured in a blockchain 

(e.g. establishing integrity or provenance)
● In this case, disposition of the blockchain data could be covered under 

GRS 3.1 General Technology Management Records:
○ Item 050: if the related record is permanent 
○ Item 051: if the related record is temporary

● Additional GRS examples:
○ GRS 1.1, item 010: Procurement of materials
○ GRS 5.4, item 010: Supply chain records 
○ GRS 5.6, item 030: Equipment tracking 
○ GRS 3.2, item 060: PKI Admin records 
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Presentation Notes
Sometimes metadata about records can be captured in a blockchain. An example might be placing the hash of a contract in the blockchain so that the validity of the electronic contract can be verified. In this case, there are a few GRS items that might prove helpful.Sometimes the metadata captured in the blockchain is the record itself:An executed smart contractRecording a change of deed for real estateIn this instance, a GRS item be appropriate to use for scheduling a blockchain item.



Records Management Implications
Transfer
● No established process for transferring blockchain records 
● Discussion of transfer is theoretical 
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Shutdown problem
● there may not be one 

approach for preserving 
records on a blockchain

● may be possible to use 
the hard fork method

● combine blockchain technologies with archival technologies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transferring blockchain records to NARA is completely theoretical at this point; however, questions to consider are:Would NARA have resources to preserve and ensure long-term accessibility of the information? Are there special resources needed to preserve blockchain records? Like node or network administration skills?Since the records within the blocks may consist of a variety of record types accumulated from multiple transactions, would NARA be able to access the formats contained in the blocks? If parts of the blockchain are cryptographically inaccessible, should NARA accept the transfer? Would there be a single creating agency or owner that will transfer the records, or transactional data to an archival repository? Would NARA become a node itself? In that scenario, the physical “transfer” of the blockchain records becomes irrelevant. NARA would have the records. In that scenario, would the legal transfer of the blockchain records happen when NARA is included on the blockchain?It may be possible to shutdown a blockchain using the hard fork method and combining blockchain and archival technologies.
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Records Management Implications
Authenticity and Integrity
● Blockchain distributed ledger functionality presents a new 

way to ensure electronic systems provide electronic record 
authenticity / integrity. 

● May not help with preservation or long term access and may 
make these issues more complicated.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are multiple records management requirements for Federal records when considering the preservation of their authenticity and integrity. Any tampering will be identifiable and can be theoretically resolved. Of course there are some system rules involved, but essentially this is a new way for ensuring records integrity in the records management landscape.



Records Management Implications

Decentralization
● The blockchain itself provides records validity and 

trust as opposed to an official recordkeeping 
system. 
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Presentation Notes
The Federal Records Act was originally signed into law in 1950--from that time until the early 2000s, people have traditionally relied on centralized recordkeeping models as per applicable statutes and NARA policy in place at that time.The 2000s to present has been a time of change where that model has shifted -- organizations have been spreading their records across multiple systems or silo’ing their records. Blockchain shifts the responsibility and trust for maintaining electronic records from the structures and siloed systems of the organization to a distributed network. These are departures from the role of centralized records management systems that we have been accustomed to.A shift to blockchain could provide the validity and trust that records management systems have traditionally performed. This shift may impact how records are organized and arranged and maintained over time, which in turn will impact how records managers collect records, apply intellectual and access controls, and execute disposition rules.



Blockchain and Success Criteria

1. Develop policies to address the records 
management implications

2. Implement systems that can execute those 
policies 

3. Ensure they can access blockchain 
records/transactional data over time, and

4. Execute disposition.
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Agencies adopting blockchain technologies will need to: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As agencies are thinking about blockchain,  they should consider statutory, regulatory, and NARA guidance requirements. This information can be found in the  2019 Success Criteria. Generally, it states agencies should focus on: Developing policies to address the records management implicationsImplementing systems that can execute those policies Ensuring access to blockchain records/transactional data over time, andExecuting disposition�



Archival Implications
Archival Veracity
● ARCHANGEL Project

○ permissioned blockchain

Disciplinary Integration
● Future record keeping will require 

a multi-disciplinary approach: 
○ computer scientists
○ software engineers
○ archivists
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Presentation Notes
The National Archives was founded in 1934 and became an independent agency in 1985. There are billions of pieces of paper, millions of photographs, aerial photos, thousands of films and videos, and terabytes of data. Researchers trust that the records held within the National Archives are authentic. However, this trust comes from the fact that paper records are difficult to alter without some method of discovery. Detecting alterations to electronic records is very different with the technology available today.  Blockchain offers the ability to preserve trust in the electronic age. Towards this goal, when NARA recently released additional JFK assassination material, each of the bulk download items included a hash in the metadata allowing external entities to validate that the digital material had not be altered. Extending this practice to all digital NARA holdings would allow the public to independently verify that digital content taken from NARA’s catalog had not been altered. NARA could investigate the possibility of anchoring these hash values and catalog link in a public blockchain to allow additional public review.Perhaps the most exciting blockchain pilot for archivists is the Archangel Project by the University of Surrey in the UK. The project is piloted by The UK National Archives and has partnered with NARA and the national government archives of Estonia, Norway, and Australia. The pilot provides a method of proof that digital records accessioned by the archives were not altered after transfer. This project is an example of how a permissioned blockchain could work to improve public trust in official archival materials.



Resources
Blockchain white paper
https://www.archives.gov/files/records-mgmt/policy/nara-blockchain-whitepaper.pdf

2019 Criteria for Successfully Managing Permanent Electronic 
Records
https://www.archives.gov/files/records-mgmt/policy/2019-perm-electronic-records-success-criteria.pdf

Bulletin 2014-04: Format Guidance for the Transfer of Permanent 
Electronic Records
https://www.archives.gov/records-mgmt/bulletins/2014/2014-04.html

Federal Electronic Records Modernization Initiative (FERMI) 
https://www.archives.gov/records-mgmt/policy/fermi
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Presentation Notes
Here are some resources, including a link to the blockchain white paper which includes a bibliography if you’re interested in learning more about the technology and how it may be applied to managing records and archives. 



Contact:  
Sharmila Bhatia
sharmila.bhatia@nara.gov
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Presentation Notes
Are there any questions?If you think of any questions, please feel free to contact me.
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